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Analyzing the Influence of the Ground Layer on
Reinforcement Strength of Lacquer Film in the
Restoration of Ancient Chinese Lacquer Furniture
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The ground layer of Chinese ancient lacquer furniture is located below the
lacquer film. It is a crucial layer to reinforce the restoration of the furniture,
since the ground layer can increase the reinforced strength. In this
experiment, lacquer films with and without ground layers were selected as
the key materials that were bonded onto wood blocks with various ground
layers via adhesives including lacquer, bone glue, and polyvinyl acetate
(PVAC). A scanning electron microscope (SEM) and mechanical test
machine were used to observe the ground layers, the permeation of the
adhesives, and reinforced strength of lacquer film. The experiment
showed that the ground layer can affect the reinforced strength of lacquer
film in the permeation and effective bonding of adhesives. Good
permeation increases the strength of lacquer film because of the coarse
ground layer. The effective bonding of adhesives includes the filmformation of lacquer, the gel prevention of bone glue, and the successful
polymerization of PVAC, which also can increase the strength of the
lacquer film.
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INTRODUCTION
Lacquer film can be reinforced by adhering the falling-off lacquer films to the
underlying material with adhesives (Liu 2013; Lei 2014). The application of lacquer film
is a key reinforcement step in the restoration of Chinese ancient furniture (Ma et al. 2002).
There are currently two kinds of methods, chemical and physical, for the processing of the
lacquer film before the lacquer film is reinforced during the restoration (Hu 2000). A
suitable liquid must be used to make the damaged falling-off lacquer film ductile (Qiao
2015). Ethyl alcohol, glycerol, butanol, ethyl silicate, and titanium tetrachloride are agents
currently used for the chemical methods to process falling-off lacquer films (Li et al. 2007;
Wu et al. 2008). In addition to chemical methods, physical methods are also used in the
processing of lacquer film. The lacquer films are heated by steam with high temperature to
reach the optimum softness.
The damaged falling-off lacquer films can become soft and flat with chemical
methods, and separation of the ground layer covered lacquer film and lacquer film will be
facilitated by soaking them in the liquid chemical agent (Feng and Feng 2010). This can
affect the reinforcement strength due to the absence of connection to the ground layer. The
physical method can also flatten the lacquer film with the help of high temperatures, but
the recovery of flatness is temporary. The lacquer film will move away from the wood
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material once more when the steam and high temperature are removed. Both the chemical
and physical methods ignore the significance of the ground layer.
The ground layer is located below the lacquer film (Wei et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2016).
Some important ingredients in the ground layer of Chinese ancient lacquer furniture are the
tile powder, lacquer, and pig’s blood (Research Institute of Chinese Cultural Heritage
2009; Jiang 2016). Two important characteristics of the ground layer are the thickness and
the structure. The thickness of the ground layer can keep the falling-off lacquer film flat.
The ground layer can favor effective wetting by the adhesive due to the porosity that is
formed by the particles of tile powder, the flatness, and inherent wetting ability of the
lacquer film, which are essential to increase the reinforcement strength of the restoration
of Chinese ancient furniture. The influence of the ground layer on reinforced strength of
restoration is often ignored. This article compares the experimental methods of peeling
strength for the lacquer film with and without ground layers to measure the significance of
the ground layer via a mechanical test apparatus.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
The lacquer film, adhesive, and wood blocks were the materials used in this
experiment. The lacquer film samples, both with ground layers and without ground layers,
came from damaged utensils of the Han dynasty. The sizes and quantities of the lacquer
film were 30 mm × 30 mm of 180 samples including 90 samples of lacquer film with a
ground layer with a thickness of 1 mm to 1.5 mm and 90 samples of lacquer film without
a ground layer. Three kinds of adhesive that are currently common for restorative
reinforcement were selected: lacquer, bone glue, and polyvinyl acetate (PVAC). The
lacquer was from the wild lacquer tree that grows at an altitude of 2000 m and bought by
Maoba that is located in Hubei province. Bone glue from boiled ox bone is received as dry
particles (Su et al. 2013), and it should be heated in a water bath until the bone glue
becomes sticky. Polyvinyl acetate is a milky white liquid (Lyoo et al. 1977; Budhlall et al.
2001) that is a common adhesive for the restoration of historical relics. The function of
adhesives is to adhere the lacquer film onto the wood blocks (Guo 2007).
There were three kinds of wood blocks with ground layers, those covering the
stucco with pig’s blood, the those with stucco and lacquer, and those with titanium dioxide
and poly-(vinyl acetate) (PVAC). The stucco with pig’s-blood was formed by the
combination of tile powder, pig’s blood, and water. The stucco with lacquer was formed
by the combination of tile and lacquer, and the titanium dioxide PVAC layer was formed
by the combination of titanium dioxide, PVAC, and water. There were 180 woodblocks
sized at 50 mm × 50 mm.
Test standards
The specimens of lacquer film with a ground layer, including those with an
adhesive permeated into the ground layer, were observed via scanning electron microscope
(SEM) models TM1000 (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) and S-3400 (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). The
former was used to measure the permeation to the adhesive including lacquer, bone glue,
and PVAC; the latter was used to measure the impact of the maximum loading of lacquer
film with the ground layer.
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The different maximum loadings of the lacquer film with ground layers and without
ground layers were tested via a mechanical testing machine AG-IC (Shimadzu, Kyoto,
Japan). A sketch of the peeled lacquer film during its evaluation by the mechanical test
machine is shown in Fig. 1a. The lacquer film was located between the accessory and wood
blocks (Fig. 1a), and the effective length and breadth of the lacquer film was 20 mm × 20
mm (Fig. 1b).

Fig. 1. Sketches of peel and size of samples

In the absence of a ground layer, effective bonding to wood requires the permeation
of the lacquer film by the adhesive. The film-formation of the lacquer, the gel phenomenon
of the bone glue, and the polymerization of PVAC were observed when the lacquer film
without the ground layer was peeled using the mechanical testing device. The adhesive
situation strongly influenced the maximum loading of the lacquer film without a ground
layer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Morphology of Lacquer Film
The morphology of the lacquer film with a ground layer was examined by SEM.
The lacquer film with ground layers included two layers. Region “a” in the figure shows
the morphology of the lacquer film, while region “b” shows the morphology of a ground
layer covered by lacquer film. As shown, the lacquer film had a smooth surface, and the
ground layer below the lacquer film had a coarse, particulate nature.

Fig. 2. Morphology of lacquer film and ground layer
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Maximum Mechanical Loading of Lacquer Film
The maximum mechanical loadings before breakage of the lacquer films with
ground layers and without ground layers are shown in Fig. 3. Figures 3a, 3c, and 3e
demonstrate the loading curve of the lacquer film with ground layers, including the stucco
with pig’s blood, the stucco with lacquer, titanium dioxide, and PVAC on the wood blocks,
and Figs. 3b, 3d, and 3f indicate the loading curve of the lacquer film without ground layers
on the same wood blocks. The maximum loadings of the lacquer films with ground layers
were stronger than the lacquer films without ground layers (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Compared strength of lacquer film with and without ground layers
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Fig. 4. Permeation comparison of the adhesives for lacquer film
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Adhesive Permeation of Lacquer Film
Figure 4 shows the permeation of adhesives for lacquer films, as observed by SEM.
Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c show the lacquer permeation for lacquer films with ground layers
on wood blocks covered by stucco with pig’s blood. Figures 4d, 4e, and 4f show the lacquer
permeations for lacquer films without ground layers on wood blocks with some ground
layers. Figures 4g, 4h, and 4i show the bone glue permeations for lacquer films with ground
layers on wood blocks covered stucco with lacquer. Figures 4j, 4k, and 4l manifest the
bone glue permeations for lacquer films without ground layers on wood blocks covered
stucco with lacquer. Figures 4m, 4n, and 4o show the PVAC permeations for lacquer films
with ground layers on wood blocks with titanium dioxide. Figures 4p, 4q, and 4r show the
PVAC permeations for the lacquer films without ground layers on wood blocks with
titanium dioxide. The results revealed that the adhesive permeations of the lacquer film
with ground layers were greater than for the lacquer film without ground layers.
Strength Analysis of Lacquer Film
The lacquer film had two forms, lacquer with a ground layer and without a ground
layer, for reinforcement during restoration. There were three kinds of ground layers
considered: a combination of tile powder and pig-blood, a combination of tile-powder and
lacquer, and a combination of tile powder, pig-blood. These serve as a substrate for the
lacquer in ancient Chinese lacquer furniture. Figure 2b shows that the morphology of a
ground layer covered by lacquer film was coarse. Figure 2a shows that lacquer film without
a ground layer was smooth, as observed by SEM. The maximum loading of the two forms
had distinctive trends, as observed by a mechanical test device. The maximum loading of
the lacquer film with a ground layer was stronger than the lacquer film without a ground
layer, which can be seen in the comparison of curves in Figs. 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, and 3e. Figures
3a, 3b, and 3f show the maximum loading on the wood blocks with the same type of ground
layer, a combination of tile powder and pig blood. Figures 3c and 3d show the maximum
loading on the wood blocks with the same ground layer of the combination of tile powder
and lacquer. Figures 3e and 3f show the maximum loading on the wood blocks with the
same type of ground layer, a combination of titanium dioxide and PVAC, but the maximum
loading was distinctive for the two forms of lacquer film.
The ground layer covered lacquer film affected the maximum loading of the lacquer
film. A high maximum loading of lacquer film gave rise to highly reinforced strength, so
that the ground layer covered lacquer film had influence on the reinforced strength. The
interior of the ground layer made space because of the coarse, porous morphology that
increased the permeation of the adhesives used in the reinforced restoration, but a lacquer
film without any ground layers was smoother than a lacquer film with a ground layer. The
smooth morphology prevented the permeation of adhesives. The reinforced strength of a
lacquer film with a ground layer was increased by the coarse morphology of a ground layer.
The reinforced strength of a lacquer film without a ground layer was decreased due to the
smoothness of a lacquer film without a ground layer. Accordingly, the ground layer was
found to be an effective element for the reinforced strength of restoration in ancient Chinese
lacquer furniture.
Analysis of Adhesive Permeation
An adhesive is necessary for reinforcement in the restoration of ancient Chinese
lacquer furniture. Its permeation affected the reinforced strength of the lacquer film. The
permeated situations are shown in Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4c. Figures 4d, 4e, and 4f compare the
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lacquer permeation for the lacquer films with a ground layer and without a ground layer.
Figures 4g, 4h, and 4i and Figs. 4j, 4k, and 4l compare the bone glue permeation of the
lacquer films with a ground layer and without a ground layer. Figures 4m, 4n, 4o and Figs.
4p, 4q, 4r are the comparison of the PVAC permeation for the lacquer film with a ground
layer and without a ground layer. Figures 4a, 4b, 4c, 4g, 4h, 4i, 4m, 4n, and 4o show better
permeation for the adhesives than Figs. 4d, 4e, 4f, 4j, 4k, 4l, 4q, 4q, and 4r. Good adhesive
permeation gave rise to a high maximum loading for lacquer film. Figures 3a, 3c, and 3e
reveal the permeation of adhesives, and Figs. 3b, 3d, and 3f reveal the failure of the
permeation of adhesives. The benefit of effectively reinforced lacquer film is that the
adhesive can play a role in effective bonding. The effective bonding of lacquer is relevant
to film-formation. The effective bonding of bone glue is relevant to the gel phenomenon,
and the effective bonding of PVAC is relevant to the polymerization reaction. The
successful film-formation of lacquer, the prevention of the gel phenomenon for bone glue,
and the effective polymerization of PVAC are crucial to the reinforced strength.
The lacquer film with a ground layer had a coarse, porous character, which provided
space formed by the tile powder particles to facilitate effective bonding for adhesives
including lacquer, bone glue, and PVAC. The morphology of the lacquer film without a
ground layer was smooth, so it could not provide space to finish the effective bonding for
lacquer, bone glue, and PVAC. Figures 4d, 4e, and 4f reveal the failure of film-formation
for lacquer, and Figs. 4j, 4k, and 4l reveal the gel phenomenon of bone glue. Figures 4p,
4q, and 4r reveal the failure of polymerization in the case of PVAC, which decreased the
reinforced strength of lacquer films without ground layers. The ground layer covered
lacquer film can help adhesives permeate, and good adhesive permeation can improve the
reinforced strength of lacquer films.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Maintaining the ground layer is viable for the reinforcement of the restoration of
ancient Chinese lacquer furniture because it influences the reinforcing strength of the
lacquer film. This experiment demonstrated the importance of a lacquer film with a
ground layer because the ground layer can improve the permeation of adhesives due to
its coarse morphology and porous character.
2. Secondly, the ground layer was successful for the film-formation of lacquer, the
prevention of the gel phenomenon by bone glue, and the polymerization of PVAC,
which are indicators of effective bonding for adhesives. The strength of the lacquer
film was relevant to the permeation and effective bonding of the adhesives. Good
permeation of an adhesive can enhance the strength of lacquer films. Effective
adhesives can also be successful for increasing the strength of the lacquer films.
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